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(Thread) Trump-GOP Crimes 
 
After Sen. Graham advised Trump, Jr. to take the 5th
because of criminal liability, Curious1 wondered if there's a
way to stop all of the obstruction. 
 
Sorry, no. 
We're in for quite a bit more Trump-GOP lawbreaking, I'm
afraid.

Curious1
@Pantherine4688

Replying to @GrapeTreader and 3 others

@Teri_Kanefield @BarbMcQuade  
There has to be a way to stop this obstruction of justice. 
What does Putin have on @LindseyGrahamSC ?

4 1:38 PM - May 15, 2019

See Curious1's other Tweets

1/ Trump’s supporters know he is a law breaker.  

 

Many voted for him BECAUSE he is a law breaker. 

 

The problem isn't a lawbreaker in the White House. 

 

The problem is that a major political party supports him and 42% of the population

approves of him👇

How Popular Is Donald Trump?
FiveThirtyEight is tracking Donald Trump’s approval ratings throughout his
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presidency.

https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/trump-approval-ratings/?ex_cid=rrpromo

2/ If a clear majority of the population and the leaders of both parties were appalled

by Trump, removing him and stopping the lawbreaking would be easy. 

 

I think it helps to understand why Trump has 42% approval rating despite everything

that we know about him.

3/ Reason #1: Some Trump supporters want to destroy the federal government

because of a "crisis of legitimacy" which happens when people don’t think the

government governs on their behalf.  

 

See: The Authentic Appeal of the Lying Demagogue:  

http://www.asanet.org/sites/default/files/attach/journals/feb18asrfeature.pdf

4/ They think the “political establishment is favoring new groups over established

groups.” 

 

They think these “new” groups (immigrants, minorities, etc.) are displacing them—

the “real” Americans. 

 

Exactly what Laura Ingraham explained here:

Andrew Lawrence
@ndrew_lawrence

Laura Ingraham: "The America we know and love doesn't exist 
anymore. Massive demographic changes have been foisted on 
the American people, and they are changes that none of us ever 
voted for, and most of us don't like ... this is related to both illegal 
and legal immigration"

7,808 2:25 AM - Aug 9, 2018

11.7K people are talking about this

5/ Reason #2: Some Trump supporters cheer his lawbreaking because they don’t

believe the laws he is breaking should exist. 
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They want to go back to the 1920s, before the New Deal, Civil Rights legislation, and

regulatory agencies.

6/ They hate the laws and regulations that, in their view, infringes on their personal

liberty.  

 

They want to be able to do what they want, and those pesky laws get in the way.  

 

Trump’s family history illustrates this kind of thinking. See👇  

Teri Kanefield
@Teri_Kanefield

(Thread) What’s up with all Trump's lawbreaking? 
 
Spoiler: When you understand how the Trump family became 
wealthy, the meaning of MAGA becomes clear. 
 
I’ll explain. Sources in links and (well researched books) 
 
Friedrich, DJT’s grandfather, left Germany in 1885. . .

1,616 3:54 PM - Dec 6, 2018

1,304 people are talking about this

7/ Reason #3: Russia Love 

 

The people who hold to reasons #1 and #2 look “with longing eyes” to Russia as the

savior of America; in particular, the savior of the white race. See👇 

 

So they don't view Trump as a criminal for taking help (and $) from Russia. 

Teri Kanefield
@Teri_Kanefield

(Short Thread)  Russia as the savior for American White 
Supremacy 
 
Much is shocking in the Motion for Pre-Trial Detention for 
Christopher Paul Hasson (the guy planning to mass murder 
liberals) but one detail jumped out at me.  
scribd.com/document/40010…

525 4:28 AM - Feb 21, 2019

Hasson-motion for Detention
-
scribd.com
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405 people are talking about this

8/ Reason #4: Greed. You can get richer faster if you ignore the laws. 

 

You can get richer even faster if you take Russian money. 

Russia has been pumping money into the NRA for decades. And of course, into the

Trump Org👇  

Teri Kanefield
@Teri_Kanefield

(Thread) Trump and the Russia Mafia  
 
What’s “collusion” got to do with it?  
 
Spoiler: The word is entirely inadequate and misdirects the 
inquiry.  

 
Fact: Trump was bought and paid for by the Russian mafia.

2,057 3:27 PM - Sep 18, 2018

1,418 people are talking about this

9/ The idea is popular that the Trump-Fox-GOP kowtows to Russia because they're

compromised.  

 

I suggest they WANT the alliance. 

 

These aren't mutually exclusive. There can be kompromat AND a desire for an

alliance. But I suggest the Russians don't need to blackmail their allies.

10/ There’s not a lot we can do about the people who support Trump for those

reasons, other than build a large enough coalition to outvote them and push those

views back to the political fringes. 

 

Here’s the thing: The percentage of people holding those views should be about 33%.

11/ Hofstadter, in his classic 1964 book, described & predicted Trump supporters. He

viewed American politics from before the founding of the nation to McCarthyism. He

noticed a pattern. 

 

A small impassioned minority on the fringes exerted political leverage beyond their

numbers.
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12/ He called their behavior the “paranoid style” and said they “feel dispossessed.”  

 

They feel “America has been largely taken away from them and their kind,” and they

are “determined to repossess” America and prevent what they see as the “final act of

subversion.”

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D623KnEWsAEPYEr.jpg


https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D623jDqXYAM3vln.jpg


13/ Hofstadter specifically said that about 1/3 of the population the paranoid style. 

 

That 1/3 corresponds to the number given by researchers who say that about 1/3 of

the population is inclined toward authoritarianism.  

 

See for example, @karen_stenner : karenstenner.com

14/ If in fact Trump’s support was at 33%, we’d have an easy time removing him from

office.  

 

The problem is that his support hovers at about 42% 

 

I get my numbers from the 538 aggregate, which prevents the temptation to

cherrypick outlying polls. 

How Popular Is Donald Trump?
FiveThirtyEight is tracking Donald Trump’s approval ratings throughout his
presidency.

https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/trump-approval-ratings/?ex_cid=rrpromo

15/ 

42% approval makes Trump unpopular, but not unpopular enough for the kind of

Congressional majorities necessary to remove a corrupt president from office. 

 

I’ve been watching these numbers closely since 2016 because of the inherent power of

strong majorities.

16/ About 10% of Trump’s approval, therefore, should be soft. We should be able to

cut into that. 

 

But his approval has remained consistently at 42%, regardless of what is in the news.

For example, see:  

Teri Kanefield
@Teri_Kanefield

(Roundup) The NY Attorney General filed a lawsuit accusing the 
Trump Foundation (Trump, Donald Jr., Ivanka, and Eric) of 
“persistently illegal conduct” and “repeated and willful self-
dealing transactions.” 
 
The petition is here: ag.ny.gov/sites/default/…

576 9:27 PM - Jun 14 2018
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576 9:27 PM  Jun 14, 2018

344 people are talking about this

17/ So we must look for other reasons for Trump’s strange support and ability to

corrupt this country. 

 

Reason #5: Trump has a strange effect on people. 

 

Comey talked about how he corrupts people here:

Opinion | James Comey: How Trump Co-opts Leaders Like Bill Barr
Accomplished people lacking inner strength can’t resist the compromises
necessary to survive this president.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/01/opinion/william-barr-testimony.html

18/ Comey said: “people lacking inner strength can’t resist the compromises

necessary to survive Mr. Trump. . .” 

 

Read this passage⤵ 

 

Others have talked about how Trump does this, how he pulls people in, manipulates

them, and gets them on his “side.”

19/ Reason #6: In tribal (us v. them) politics, if “our” team does it, it’s okay. 
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There is an incredible passage in @MaxBoot book beginning on page 165.  

 

Boot looks back on a lifetime of conservative / Republican activism, and asks where

things went wrong. How did Trump happen?

20/ He wrote this⤵ Notice the part about how GOP members ignore "sins" in the

name of “unity” on the right. 

 

As a result of all this, lawbreaking is no longer disqualifying in the GOP. 

In fact, it's become a badge of honor.  

 

Lawbreakers are widely seen as heroes.
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• • •

21/ This astonishing video shows the ovation and applause Roger Stone received at a

GOP event in VA after his indictment. 

 

 

It's hard to bring lawbreakers to justice when those lawbreakers have widespread

support and are widely viewed as heroes.

Luke Rohlfing
@lukerohlfing

Roger Stone entering the Women for Trump 2020 campaign 
kickoff to thunderous applause.

3,439 9:36 PM - Feb 2, 2019 · Trump international Hotel

3,261 people are talking about this
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